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check on the stability of these dams, pore
pressure apparatus should be installed at cri
tical locations, when such apparatus is proper
ly installed, dangerous conditions will be in

dicated before failure takes place. If critic
al conditions are observed, the data will be
available so that corrective measures can be
applied.
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INTRODUCTION
Of the more than 75 earth dams built by
the Bureau of Reclamation during the last 40
years and the 20 dams now under construction
there is no dam which might be called a typical
earth dam. Each structure represents an applic
ation of the knowledge available at the time
designs were conceived and to the natural con
ditions with which we had to contend.
Many of these structures were initially
designed on the basis of information now con
sidered totally inadequate but as additional
factors became known from foundation excava
tions and excavation for materials, the designs
were modified to take account of such informa
tion. It is still necessary to modify designs
as work progresses whenever unanticipated con
ditions in the foundation or borrow pit are
disclosed, although methods of investigation
and testing have been extensively improved.
That is, the "design-as-you-go" principle, so
common in the practice of soil mechanics, is
considered an essential part of earth dam de
sign. Since routine design procedures cannot
be established, the following outline repre
sents only the kind of analytical process fol
lowed in developing a design and constructing
an embankment.
INVESTIGATIONS
The factors that are considered in deter
mining the design for an earth dam and appur
tenant structures are many and sometimes com
plex. From an economical standpoint, the dam
must be constructed from materials found within
a reasonable distance from the damsite. Soil
characteristics of all materials investigated,
including materials excavated from structures,
are determined. The foundations for the dam
and structures are investigated for types of
material, permeability, and stability.
The investigations of a damsite are con
ducted in three or more stages. The first stage
is a geological reconnaissance showing the ge
neral foundation characteristics based on sur
face indications, and sometimes a few test
holes are excavated. This report Mil also in
clude a description of the possible sources of
construction materials. Based on the reconnais
sance geology, a tentative design is formulated
and a preliminary testing program laid out.
Sufficient subsurface explorations are made to
establish the general geology of the damsite
and investigate the foundation conditions for
the dam and appurtenant structures. All poten
tial sources of construction material within a
reasonable distance of the damsite are inves
tigated. Only sufficient exploration is con

ducted to reveal the general types and amounts
of material available. From the preliminary in
vestigation, a preliminary design and cost es
timate is prepared.
If feasibility is established and construc
tion contemplated, more detailed and extensive
testing is performed. The extent of the con
struction testing will depend on the complexi
ty of the foundations, the variation of the
final design from the preliminary design, and
the complexity of the problems arising in the
preliminary design which require proving by
further testing. The most promising borrow
areas are thoroughly tested to determine the
soil characteristics and available quantity of
each type of material.
FOUNDATION TREATMENT
The types of foundation treatment adopted
are as variable as the geological situations
encountered. Topsoil containing organic matter
is completely removed. Shallow layers of ques
tionable overburden are removed from beneath
the impervious portion of the dam. This treat
ment was used at Green Mountain and Alamogordo
Dams. Open cutoff trenches extending to bedrock
are used where the overburden depth is less
than half the height of the structure above
ground and the overburden contains strata like
ly to be pervious. This method was used at An
derson Ranch and Granby Dams. Open trenches
with vertical sidewalls excavated through the
overburden are sometimes used to provide an im
permeable barrier. These trenches are normally
backfilled with concrete. This type of construc
tion was used at Scofield Dam and contemplated
at several others. These vertical barriers have
also been built by tunneling and stoping opera
tions. This was the method used at Tieton Dam,
the left abutment of Pine View Dam and others.
Steel sheet piling was used at both Pine View
and Rye Patch Dams, but exploration and opera
tion experiences have shown this device to be
relatively ineffective.
Where foundation overburden extends to
great depths and poorly consolidated or per
vious foundations are encountered, it is not
feasible to provide complete cutoffb . If a re
latively impervious layer can be found, the
cutoff is extended to such a stratum. Other
wise, a spread base for the dam is used, both
to prevent abrupt variations in stress in the
foundation, and to provide a long percolation
path. When dams must be placed on clay founda
tions, the toe slopes both upstream and down
stream are flattened. Materials used in the
flattened portions of the dam are commonly ob
tained from required excavations and are often
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those considered unsuitable for use in the em
bankment proper. Disposal of waste materials
in these areas not only improves stability,but
utilizes the most economical disposal loca
tion. Fresno and Davis Dams have flattened
toes, the first because of poor foundation,and
the second because of pervious foundation.Some
loss of water and some settlement must be an
ticipated where such foundations are encounter
ed, and thorough investigation and testing are
required with these foundations if a safe dam
is to be built. Discontinuous strata may be
particularly dangerous.
When the embankment extends to bedrock,
the surface is carefully cleaned of any mate
rial that might provide a path for seepage or
that might produce a lubricated surface. Sand
and gravel or other overburden materials are
cleaned off by washing with hoses and clay or
disintegrated shale is removed and the fresh
surface protected from deterioration. Asphalt
emulsion was used at Green Mountain and Jack
son Gulch Dams and concrete grout has also
been used locally for protecting shale layers
from deterioration.
Broken foundation rock is made water
tight by grouting. Normally, only a grout cur
tain is required, but blanket grouting is also
used occasionally. The grout curtain extends
from the base of a cutoff wall to insure a
closure through the upper layers of the bed
rock. In the past, cutoff walls from five to
20 feet high were used. High grout pressures
have occasionally produced fractures in such
walls; therefore, present practice requires
that the footings be constructed and the grout
ing completed before the wall is built. Exten
sive studies of percolation pressures have not
shown that the anticipated pressure drop across
the wall has actually occurred. Cutoff walls
have been omitted where plastic rock such as
shale is encountered, and movement' of the rock
relative to the embankment may occur.
The justifiable cost of reducing the water
loss through the dam foundation by cutoffs or
blankets is determined somewhat by the value
of the water. In any case, the loss of water
through the foundation is reduced sufficiently
to insure the safety of the structure.
EMBANKMENT DESIGN
After the foundation problems have been
determined and the characteristics of the va
rious types of materials available for embank
ment construction are known, a dam section is
designed to satisfy the combined requirements
of impermeability, stability, and economy. The
preferred design is a zoned embankment with
permeability of the materials increasing to
ward the outer slopes. After the material sour
ces that are to be used have been established,
a zoning plan is prepared in which quantity,
quality, and location of the various materials
from both the borrow pit or required excavation
and in the embankment are presented. This zon
ing report also establishes the sequence of
construction operations to obtain maximum eco
nomy. If zoning requirements pr foundation con
ditions indicate that either impermeability or
stability may be critical or if an ususual de
sign is required, appropriate analyses of the
embankment and foundation are made. Plow nets
are drawn free-hand or determined from electric
tray analogy studies. Stability studies are
made usually by means of a modification of the
Swedish slip circle and occasionally by other
methods.
SURFACE THKATMKNT
Rock riprap is considered the most satis

factory means of protecting the upstream slope
of the dam against wave action. When suitable
rock for riprap is found only at great distan
ce from the damsite, the use of concrete fac
ing becomes a possible economic alternative.
Concrete facing has the disadvantage that waves
tend to ride up the smooth concrete face, thus
producing undesirable surges of hydrostatic
pressure and at high reservoir stage they may
overtop the crest of the dam. A filter blanket
of crushed rock or gravel is provided under the
riprap or concrete facing on dams constructed
of fine-grained materials. This prevents the
embankment material from being washed through
the rock riprap or cracks in the concrete fac
ing by wave action. The downstream slope is
protected by gravel, boulders, or broken rock.
Rock found locally that is not suitable for
riprap can often be used for rockfill on the
downstream slope. If rock or gravel is not
available at the damsite, the downstream slopes
are covered with topsoil and seeded or sodded
with native, grasses.
FLOOD PROTECTION
Spillways are designed to pass the maxi
mum probable flood with safety. The elements
of data for the maximum flood or spillway de
sign flood are peak discharge, volume, dura
tion, and hydrograph with discharge plotted
against time. Routing a design flood through
the reservoir and spillway may reveal that the
reservoir can be used as a detention pool to
reduce the required capacity of the spillway.
The most economical combination of height of
dam and spillway capacity is determined by a
series of economic studies. Various spillway
sizes are assumed. The design flood is routed
through the reservoir and spillway for each.
The maximum water surface determined for each
study fixes the height of the dam. A complete
cost estimate is prepared for each spillway and
dam combination. By plotting a curve of total
cost against spillway capacity, the minimum to
tal cost and maximum spillway capacity can be
determined. In some cases practical considera
tion or physical limitation deny use of the mi
nimum in the cost-spillway-capacity curve. In
those cases, the most economical dam-spillway
combination that is possible is used. Studies
are also made to determine the most economical
relation between width and depth of spillway.
Both types of studies are made simultaneously
so that the most economical spillway width can
be used in the spillway-dam studies. The com
pletion of one study and the evaluation of the
results generally dictate the assumptions to be
made for the next study. Some of the more im
portant factors that influence* the economic
study are the size of the design flood, the vo
lume of embankment in the dam, the reservoir
capacity, terrain at damsite, the suitability
of the spillway excavation for use in the dam
and the cost of right-of-way or flood rights.
Other considerations such as maximum spillway
discharge, desirability of a spillway with or
without gates, or general feasibility of the .
structure may influence the choice of spillway
design.
TCMBANKMENT CONSTRUCTION
Consolidation of the embankment after com
pletion is reduced as much as possible through
the use of heavy tamping rollers for compaction
Moisture control to secure the maximum practic
able compaction is maintained.
On the larger dams, limiting moisture tests are
made on the impervious materials to determine
the allowable range of moisture variation.
It has been found in laboratory tests that
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dry soils, although thoroughly compacted, will
consolidate further under load when saturated.
As the amount of moisture used for compaction
is increased, the amount of consolidation upon
saturation decreases until a point is reached
heyond which saturation produces no appreciable
consolidation. This point varies with the su
perimposed load and must be determined for dif
ferent loading conditions. It marks the lower
allowable limit of moisture for construction.
If a soil is placed with excess moisture, its
load carrying power is very low. This is due
to the pore pressures developed. These pore
pressures can be reduced by placing the mate
rial at a lower moisture content and an upper
limit for moisture control established below
which the pore pressures developed are permiss
ible. The development of pore pressure is also
related to the superimposed load and cannot be
obviated entirely. Limited experience indicates
that optimum moisture content, expressed as
percentage by weight of the dry density of the
soil, determined by the standard laboratory
compaction test used by the Bureau of Reclama
tion is one to two percent greater than the
optimum determined by limiting moisture test.
If actual tests are not available, such a cri
terion may be used for construction control.
The penetration resistance needle is used both
for moisture and compaction control supplement
ed by periodic field density tests which are
compared to laboratory standard.
Mechanical tampers are used in confined
areas where it is impracticable or impossible
to compact with a roller. Special equipment
developed by contractors to reduce the mecha
nical tamping to a minimum includes narrow drum
frameless rollers and a variation of a pile
driver operated with a movable crane or truck
with hoist.
Pervious materials are compacted by slui
cing with water, by rolling with smooth or
sheepfoot rollers, or by equipment travel, or
by various combinations as conditions dictate.
To aid compaction, sizes are limited to some
what less than the thickness of the compacted
layer , usually five inches for impervious
fill compacted in six-inch layers and eight to
ten inches for pervious fill compacted in onefoot layers.
RECORDS
Records of construction operations are
maintained for future reference. Such records

contain the information obtained from soil tests
such as density, moisture content, and permeab
ility. The location in the embankment where
each test sample was obtained is recorded as
well as any unusual condition that existed. Re
cords are also maintained of the equipment in
operation and the production obtained. Embedded
instruments to measure consolidation within the
embankment and piezometers to measure pore pres
sure are installed in all the large dams or
structures of unusual designs. Measurement of
seepage is attempted by measurement of flow
from the toe drains to determine whether foun
dation treatments used are adequate, but since
much of the seepage water does not return to
the surface these measurements are at best only
an uncertain indication of performance.
As a result of studies of these records,
it has been found that coarseness of material
is an unsatisfactory basis for the determina
tion of adequate zoning. These records also
show the range of variability of the factors
assumed constant for design purposes. Attempts
to correlate the consolidation measured in la
boratory samples and in the prototype have serv
ed to improve design practices. Information de
veloped from the study of pore pressure reccrds
has been the basis for the preference for the
limiting moisture control concept in comparison
with the moisture density relationship now used
to control construction operations.
SUMMARY AMD CONCLUSIONS
Design and construction practices of the
Bureau of Reclamation combine the empirical
rules of experience, and the theoretical deve
lopments of the rational process with the re
sults of laboratory experiments to produce eco
nomical and safe earth dams. The complex nature
of the problem prevents more than a brief sum
mary of the major problems considered being
outlined. From the initial investigations to
determine the nature of the foundation, embank
ment and flood protection required, through the
intricate processes of construction, to the
analysis of records for the guidance of future
designs, attempts are made to utilize the bene
fits of available knowledge.
Improvements in the technical methods of
analysis and construction control tempered by
the record of experience are mentioned briefly
to show how such factors are applied to incre
ase the realm in which economical and safe
structures may be built.
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